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I 'm ~artl~tarlyglad ~o come to Detroit at such a time as this be-

cause pro~abl~ in no other one city in !aeriea is it possible to see and feel

the d,namlc quall~¥ ~Cour national defense program to the extent that it is

he're. ':'Detroit-t. a city which, t.o a ver:! large extent, epitomizes the in-

ventive and'proa~c~ive genius which is not oni¥ t:!picall¥ Aaerican but is at
\

present so YltaLto' our ~ational etfort. The subject assiined to me 1s of

such' scope that it would be impossible to treat it comprehensively within a

singl.luncheon'hour. Frankly, theretore, I shall have to limit my observa-

tiona to certain aspects of the problem which seem of particular interest

today.

In turning over in m¥ mind the subject assigned to me, it seemed that

there was one fairly obvious oonclusion that must be drawn. That is, that

all attempts to separate out a group of persons who may properl:! be called

American investors as distingUished from something else have alwa:!s been and

must always be fUtile. The American investor is identical with the American

manufacturer, the American farmer, the American laborer, the American scholar

and so on. 'All these Americans are investors as a class, either throuQh the

direct ownership of securities or ,indirectlY through their deposits in banks

or their ownership of li~e insurance. In short, whe~we line up American in-

vestors to see what they look like, we find out that the:! look just exactl:!

like America itself -- theY are America. And specifically, here in Detroit,

they are Detroit. It therefore seems that the logical answer to the question,

of the tuture of American investors 1s that it 1s identical with the future

~of'America. There can be no other answer.
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Today, w~ are making the greatest investment we have ever made in the

future of America. National defense is that investment. I am refer,rin~ of. .
course not alone to the billions of dollars which are bein~ poured into this

effort. We, in this country, have become much too accustomed to thin~ing of

investment solely in terms of money. I am thinking also of the enormous in-

vestment of m~power, of human Will, determination and sacrifice to the cause

of protectin~ the standards of living which make our.way of life possible.

These are the all-important investments upon the success of which must depend

the future of what we more commonly call American investment.

The crucial factor facing civilization today is the threatening on-

slaught of Hitlerism and the Fascist way of life. As government after

government fell before the.German military machine, it has becom~ increaslng-

ly apparent that the secret of the German success is the total subservience

of all individual and national energies to the economic goal of war-time

production and the .mili~ary utilization of that production. But the totall-

tarian countries think that they have brought about this .condition only by

suppressing all civil liberties and the right of individual protest. The

democracies, on the other hand, know that a system based on individual social

and economic freedom produces the type of mo~ale that we want not only in

war but in peacetime as well. Beleaguered as Britain is ~n her island

fortress, she has not had ~o sacrifice the rights of free speech and assembly

that comprise our joint democratic heritage. There criticism of government,
action continues without abatement both In the halls ~f Parliament and .in

the public press. The free play of discussion in Great Britain has helped,

-
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rather than hindered, the unity of all classes behind its present military

and economic leadership, and the ,internal disagreements that characterize

normal British political and social life are all forged in a united front

against the common enemy.

We in the democracies realize that our economic and social institu-

tions must not be un,ritically worshipped as magnificent and self-

justifying totem poles, but must be regarded as worth preserving only to

the extent that they minister to our national and individual well-being.

Unlike the totalitarian states, we still place the concrete well-being

of the individual above the abstract well-being of the state. However, we

recognize that if either individual well-being or the national entity is,

to be preserved, there ,are~ccasions when some of the manifold privileges

of the individual must give way. In this time of crisis, the fact that

the public interest in national defense Is paramount needs no urging to

a free people.

Our own experience in the national defense effort to date has made us

all keenly aware of the conscription of man power for our armed forces and

the tremendous job that is being undertaken to supply their needs as well

as those of the.nations .which have joined hands to stop the inroads of

aggression. We know what this has meant to "business as usual" both at home

and abroad. We have watched the rapid change-over of our peacetime economy

for use in preparation for defense. We have also watched the upheavals in

our world trade resulting from the changing and shifting of our foreign mar-

kets. We have seen certain European markets .completely disappear, and at

the same time Some Latin American markets greatly increase: and we have
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seen a steady procession of purchasing ."ents for foreign governmentsl :coDle-,
\

to our shores for ~aterials of war. All of this has lett its mark on our

economy •. As it rises to its fUll effect and-has had time to permeate our

way of liVing ,there can be little doubt but that it will touch and vitally

affect all of us. '

At -the ~resent date 'it is estimated that about one-third of our

national productive capacity has been turned to uses pertainln~ to national

defense. We know that this percenta~e will increase further to whatever

point is necessary to accomplish the purpose to which we have dedicated

ourselves. Your Government had hoped to superimpose the d~fen8e effort to

a large extent on our ordinary economy so as to get the job done with the

least possible interference with our usual business and community life.

r Experience has taught. however. that this is not entirely possible and

that it is ne~essary to revise all of our preVious estimates of our defense

needs. This-means that more and more of our ordinary pursuits must be cur-
,

tailed and that our ordinary production and business life ~ust be changed
I

over to 'supply the needs of our national defense program. We must realize

that the trend is and will continue to be more and more in the direction-

of a total defense ,economy.

No fear need be felt that the current necessity for' wartime production

will at the ~nd of the emergency result in the permanent reduction'of the

flow of investment into peacetime production or in the retention of emer-

gency controls over American enterprise. There is not the slightest doubt

-
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in my mind. that when the needs which brought forth these emergency con-
"troIs disappear, the controls will disappear with them. In fact, the

danger is t~at the controls will'be relinquished before we are ready to

resume normal economic life. We have a robust internal economy and an

abundance of natural resources that will, if we do not go in for economic

orgies, enable us in the long run to take care of both normal consumer

needs and wartime needs. We must recoenize that we have been lag~ards

in the production for defense military needs, and that we have a heavy

responsibility toward providing "the fiscal and fighting necessities of

the nations that are battling Hitlerism on the military front. The

government has already started on the ~ask of mobilizing the raw material,

transportation, and labor resources of this country towards the goal of

maximum production of defense materla~s. Those who control the capital

resources of this coun~ry must also take account of the prior lien that

national defense has on the manpower and the resources of the nation.

The federal ~overnment will in this, as in other fields, exert every

effort to brin~ -about the necessary readjustments with a minimum of

friction and a minimUm modification of already existing capital mechan-

isms but those readjustments must be made
. ..
As we move forward in our defense program, it becomes increasingly

clear that, whether we realize it or ~ot, each separate function inter-

locks with and impinges on the others. For exampl~, price control inter-

locks with production management and with ~he cost of defense, which is

a Treasury problem, for price control keeps down the price of materials
"which the ~overnment must buy and also makes it unprofitable for business

management to .capitalize on planned scarcities of products. The Treasury's
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program of selling defense bonds to the public aot o~ly helps finance our
<. ,t

defense needs- and bUild .a post-war cushion of spending power when' peopie

May need it Most, but aids price co~trol by red~cing the .amo~t ~f moneT

capable of competing in the market for non-detense consumers' goods. 61mi-

larly, aliocatlons of materials to our wartime production management pre-

suppose a corresponding program for the reduction ot consumption of non-

defense goods, thereby releasing still fUrther materials, labor and capital

neces~a~Y'f~r d~fense. Increased social security taxes ~ay be refl~cted

not only ~n Fejeral revenues but they may reduce the problems of price-

fixi~g. Our ~achinery 'for implementing pur defense program has, in short,

been extended deeply into the fields ot production and consumption, of ma-

terials and labor, of price and ~antity.

Virtually, then,' all phases of our econoJDf save one have been marshaled

and .organized ,for this great effort. ~hat one 1s capital. The ,commo~

answer on this ~oint has been that there is no immediate danger of .a short-

age of capi'tal. 'But those who have sometimes raised their voices in crit1-

clsm because tney felt the defense effort was movln~ too slowly should re-

member that we would undoubtedly have been tar ahead or where we are right

now it we had had 'the foresight to .build th~machinery to me~t some of these

problems before the problems themselves were upon us. .~hat there is no

shortage of capital ahead ~f us is indeed in itself a very debatable point,.....
when one'c~nsider~ ~he enormous cost of our defense effort. Although we

may never need .l~vy on capital in this country, it seems most'unwise not
.to initiate ~ow SOM~ temrcrary measures of conservation and direction of

'. • • Jcapital usage beyond that which can be attained 50le17 by allocatlo~ and

priorities of materials. And, of course such a "program should be c10se17

interlocked '11th the general emerSenc7 proQram of aational defense.
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We must bear in mind the fact that the methods of financing the defense

effort will be important factor in partially determining the pattern of

income distribution for some 'years"to come. If, for example, the program

is financed by the government largely through the sale of bonds, the Ameri-

can people for a number of generations will be required to pay taxes in

order to provide interest payments to the investors who purchased those

bonds. The larger the percentage of our defense expenditures financed by

current tax receipts, the ~maller, of course, the flow of national income

to such bond holders; the smaller, also our future tax burdens. If the
\

war is financed partially out of higher social security taxes, then our

.pattern of income distribution after the war will, to a larger extent, take

the form of payments to low income groups, who usually spend all their in-

come,thus swelling the stream of purchasing power. Similarly, the method

of financing of defense efforts by priv~te corporations--whether bonds or

common stocks -- will determine the pattern of income distributions of

these corporations for many years to come. It is highly important that

these patterns of income distribution for the coming generati~ns, which

are determined by our decisions today, take a form which will not accen-

tuate existing inequities or create new social problems, but which serve

as a constructive force in our economy.

There has been a growing realization, as the magnitude of our defense

effort developed, that the problem of the supply of capital and its use is

of tremendous importance to the success of such a program. This was rec-

ognized by the ~ecretary of the Treasury in his testimony before the House

Banking and Currency Committee regarding proposals to control prices when
\

he pointed out, among other things, that for the emergency we may have to

extend the general co~trols over bank credits.
/

~
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We know that our democratic financial system is capable of mee~1ng the _

I .

new responsibilities ,which confront it. Industry. 'I kndw. recognizes that ~be

gears that keep our'profit system functioning are of the synchronizing type
,

that the same conditions we have had to f~ce which have led to price control

and priorities 1n'raw ~aterial. labor, and transportation will have certain;

corollaries in the field of financing. After all. the function and the llmita-

tions of investment in this time of impending crisis and temporary derangements

will obviously depend on the objectives and limitations of our economy as a

whole. But, as I have said pn'a~previous~occaslon, finance operates to its

own best satisfaction and to the public's real benefit when it realizes that

it is a servant of the general economy, and not a self-sufficing be-all and
,

end-all to which economic developments must be made to conform.

It behooves the investment industry to keep constantly before it the fact

that it is a service industry -- an instrumentality of social progress -- and

this must be~no mere shibboleth; it must be seen as a reality. The irony,ot

the totalitarian view'of finance has been neatly expressed by Adolph A. Berle,

Assistant Secretary of State, as follows:

"In the so-called total! tarian governments. * *.* the theory

is that you ought always to grade your finance to th~ necessary

amount of production that you want, never to limit the production

by your financial machinery. That is not peculiarly either a

Communi~t or Fascist idea. It is, in fact, the idea that every

country has, or has had, when, for instance, it was at war or in any
\

kind of stress; and I rather think in so doing those governments have

merely fallen into an idea which, oddly en~gh. happens to be, strictly

speaking, an American idea."

~ " - ' 
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Clear~y, the joint guidance of the various government aQencies will b~

needed 'in order ~o let industry know whether t~e specific financing programs

which it contemplates during the emergency are proper in view of inescapably

per~inent econo~~c realities. I say that the government will be needed to

supply this necessary cooperative Function because ~he governmen~ is the ins~i~

tution best able to apprais~ the various components of the problem -- (1) what

the specific p~oduction needs of the defense program will be, (2) what the

fiscal demands of the federal treasury will be, (~) what governmental and

private mechanisms are necessary in order to see ~ha~ those needs and demands

are me~, (4) what factors relating to normal consumer needs mus~ be considered
>

and (5) what are the factors which will assure a healthy post-war economy.

In a very small way, we have seen this develop at the Securities and Exchange

Commission. In ~he registration statements filed under the Securities Act of

193), the Commission now regards as "material" for registration purposes any

information concerning prior~ties for the materials and availability of the
/labor needed for the project. Wherever it appears that the proceeds of a pro-

posed registered securities issue will involve new construction, ~he Commis-

sion ascer~ains at the various defense agencies whe~her the materials or labor

are likely to be available for the purposes specified by the registrant. If

we are informed tha~ they are likely not to be available or that there may be

considerable delays in securing them, we require that this information(be re-

vealed to prospective investors in the regis~ration statement and ~he pros-

pectus. Unless the investor is given this protection of disclosure of these
. ,important facts, his savings are apt to be diverted from national defense

in~o an enterprise which is unable ~o put his cash ~o work. The over-all

£unction of economic planning for ~he defense program (and for the aftermath

as well) having' been commit~ed to the federal government, it would seem that,

i
1
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in the obvious interest of coordination alone, the particular fields-of
I'

econo~ic8 which pertain to, ftnanclngan~ t~ capital markets ca~ot-be left

completely in private hands, al~hou'h of course in its execution heavy re-

liance must be placed on priva~e finance.

Now that maximum production is so obviously the all-important national
\

goal, it would be foolish indeed for either government officials or private

industry.to restrict that goal by adhering to doctrinaire and academic'

notions of what constitutes opportune or proper financing. Furthermore, all
,

of us must face the responsibility, not only of evolving types of financing'

) that will fit current production needs, but also of adopting a form of li-

nancinQ which will enable us to survive post-war adJustments. It would be
-'

an illusory victory indeed if the democracies, in the cour.~ of repUlsing

the totalitarian governments, acquired a cha~tic financial and economic

structure leading to domestic misery and unsettlement. In helping to over-

throw these foreign despots, we cannot tolerate a demoralized tinanclal order

that will give sucCQr to latent forces of Fascism within our own borders.

We cannot afford a debacle'similar to the crash of 1929, for- such a cat as-

trophe would find tbe host of the unemployed more suscepiible than ever to

demagoguery, agitation, and riot.

Our experience since the last war may well serve as a' clue to the type

, of program that must QO formulated now. The inve8~ment industry must be

more tha~ ever alert, to its responsibility to encourage a type of ~orporate

structure that will fit the needs of our product lye economy, 'as that economy

expands in some directions and contracts in others. We must have the ~7pe

ot financial structure that can weather the ineVitable oscillations of 'the

trade and business cycle. In those fJe1ds where the S'-curlties and Exchange

-;
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'Commission has jurisdiction, we have endeavored to p~omote this health~ de-

velop'~ent. In the public utility Industr~, when financing plans or proJected

securities issues have come up for our approval we have attempted wherever

consonant with the public interest to avoid a recurrence or continuance of

that bonded indebtedness that makes for insolvenc~ in times of depression.

This has also been the tenor of our advisory opinions in the field of cor-

porate reor~anization. There also, we have attempted to bring about corporate

structures that.would wi~hstand sharp variations in annual earnings.

Considerable peacetime pro,ress has alread~ been made in other fields in

fitting the character of financing t9 the real needs of productive ind\lstr~

and of the investor. The Farm Credit Administration, the Federal Housing

Ad~inistration and other federal lending agencies have successfull~ inaugu-

rated programs of long-term financing at reasonable interest rates providing

for the amortization of the principal as the loan matures. This sprang from,

a recognition of the tremendous national interest in farm and home ownership.

Progressive"private financial institutions and the federal government alike

realize that the national interest is not served b~ a program of financing

that results in wide-spread farm foreclosures and in unsettled conditions

of land tenure and that we cannot tolerate a recurrence of the farm and rent

strikes of 1933.

Other examples may be cited of the wa~ in which financial ingenuity has

sought to meet the demands of a progressing economy. For instance, the now

almost universal emp1o~ent by railroads of equipment trusts as a means of

financing the purchase of equipment, the notes ~iven for the debt bein~ ar-
/ .

ranged to mature in semi-annual or annual instalments over a period of from

one to fifteen years. Then there is the almost universal practice, compulsor~

by law in many,states, of i~suing county and municipal obligations to mature

-serially in &poual instalments. The tendency of public utility and

rail~ad financing to take the form of bond issues running twenty to forty

t
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years, as against the former practice of railroa4sto issue bonds tor one

hundred or more y,ears. is another example.

The issuance of securities that will meet the needs of individual in-

vestor, individual entrepreneur, and national defense cannot be made an oc-

casion for the reap~earance of the many hybrid and misleading types of se-

curities that featured the financing of the frenzied twenties. We now have

a Qovernmental mechanism whereby we can prevent such practices; and there

is ~o reason why we c.nnot develop the type of security issues that will
I
suit the ne'ds of the public investor, the man who needs capital. and the

national welfare.

We must in all fields learn from our past experience as we plan our

wartime finance, since many of our wartime plants will have to undergo a

period of transitional readjustment before they become adap~ed to peace-

time uses. The merits of debt reduction will have to be canvassed by the

investment industry and by manufacturers alik~, not in terms of old-fashioned

conceptions,of what are the ideal ratios to preserve between bonds and com-

mon stock,.but in concrete terms of cushions that will absorb the dips and

upsurges in the business cycle.

The capital markets must force the question whether they can voluntar~ly,

even with improved methods of procedure, supply the larger share of th~ c~-

ita1 needed for defense purposes. There 1s also the question of the limit,

as time goes on, to which those markets will be able to absorb more ~d more

Government financing. Today, there would appear to be little ~mmediate'

shortage of capital for Government financing or for' the more attractlve-prop-

ositions of business. However. our experience in the last war and ~he ex-

perience of Great Britain and Canada in the war cautions us that 1n the

course of time a hitherto unperceived deficiency -t ,well become more ..he!'

more acute. .•!.~~-'J _.,J,.. i ':..:::-..~
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The current job of directing the flow of capital into defense enterprise

either directl, or through Government financing is but qne p~e of the

problem. There is the further very important task of bringing about a num-

be~ ,of financial conservation practipes that will insure a greater ability on

the p~rt of industry to survive the shock of the post-emergency readjustment~

that lie ahead of us. This 1s a matter that requires immediate attention

and continuing surveillance both from government and business. In the last

analysis, of c9urse, each corporation or business will present a separate

problem. I shall not undertake to discuss here the various types of oppor-

tunities that will be presented in individual businesses to build up protec-

tions against the economic repercussions of a ce6s.tion of hostilities. There

are, how~ver, a number of general objectives that I will mention as illustra-

tio~s ~f steps that should be taken to see that a reserve of strength is built

up by individual companies and businesses to prepare them to withstand the

rigors of such a storm.

It must be borne in mind that from the standpoint either of the individua,

investor or of the economy as a whole, investments can be no better than the

business they 'represent. If we are to have a sound securities market after

the emergency it will be sound only because industry itself ~s sound. Of

course our general economic condition and that of the world as a whole will

have tremendous bearing, but we must not lose sight of the fact that ability,. ,

of the individual industrial units of our economy to ride the waves of eco_

~c storm is of the greatest importance. Soundly financed industrial'units,

with reserves which can be called upon in times of recession, will greatly en-

hance our chances of successfully weathering the period of readj~stment and"re

construction that is certain to follow this war.

.I
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Today, we are urging American citizens to buIld up personal reserves
,,~- .,-

of savings out of their increased- aggregate income so that they will be sure
to have something to fall back up~n when the need --~ises.: We are -:doing tbis

~hrou8h ~he sale of Defense bonds, in ~hich the partIcipation of-ever7 agency
\ "s

baving distributive facilities is being sought., And we are swiftl~ mOVing
:.

towa~ds a sharply upward revision of Social Security savings., True, these
/

saviugs will aid in the financing ot our defense effort, and the~ will tend to

curb tbe -trends towards inflation in prices.' But an equai 1f not'paramount

importance of these programs 1s that If a period of,d~p~ession 'should follow

this war--as it did the last one,--there should be a reserve'of buying power

1n individual hands capable of easing the shock to the economy.'
... . '. -,The obligations of industry to our fUture economy are just as great'as

those'of our individual citizens. , .They must take ever7 step to put their

houses in order. Unweildy corporate structures must be slmplified~ Top-h~avy

corporate debt must be replaced with more r~s1lient formS of'capitaliz~tion.

There is a temptation today, because ot low interest rates,- to refUnd'outstan~

ing debt issuJs. As far as it goes, this 1s a wise step, because it'lowers

the irreducible minimum below which a corporation's earnings cannot fall with-

out danger of. bankruptc7.' But too frequentlY tbis move does not go far enou~h.

Many corporations today could not only reduce their interest rates on out stand-

Ing issues, but could actually reduce. 1f not completely elimlnate debt ~m
their corporate structures. This they should do, and if it is'nOt dOne vol-:"

I

\liltarily,the GOvernment preferab17 through the medium of an inter-dep~~t-

mental group -- should be i'11a poslUon to require that it be"done wherev~,

refinancing plans are in process. This fUnctIon 1s already 'perf~~~d in ~on-.
, ..," "It t

nectlon with the vastly important public utility industry and the net'result

has already been a marked improvement in the financial health of that industry_.
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Two very recent cases may be cited. They relate to two companies serv-

ing vital defense areas including the National Aviation Centre at Pensacola,

Florida and ~umerous army cantonments -- the Golf Power Company and the Mis-

sissippi Power Company. Both urgently needed money for national defense.

They had arranged to get this money at 4 per cent, and brought tneir plan

to the Securities and Exchange Commission for approval. A glance revealed

that if either of these companies took this move, their capital structures

would be so exceedingly unbalanced tbat they would be virtually foreclosed

from all future expansion in financing short of outright government contri-

button. At this stage of the defense program, such a contingency could not

be permitted to occur. As an alternative, our staff o£ exper-ts>6ug~ested a

program to them which not only enabled them to get the money they needed at

a yield of 3 per cent, but completely rehabilitated their capital structures

so that today they could go out and raise more money and at excellent rates.

One of these companies wrung more than $10,000,000 of inflated values out

of its property account, increased its depreciation reserves by more than

$500,000, paid off with common stock about $2,000,000 of debt held by its

holding company'parent, and refunded the remainder of 'its outstandin~ debt

at substantial annual savings in interest -- in addition to saVing one per

cent on the money it needed for defense expansion. The story in the case

of the other company was virtually the same. In short, these two vital but

shaky operating companies were'transformed into sound companies with clean

corporate structures capable of financing any further expansion which the

defense program may require. Without the technical understanding which the

government was capable of bringing into the problem, the story would cer-

tainly have been qUite different and much less satisfactory from the stand-

point of defense.
. / ,i
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These are but two by no means iaolated examples of the kind of corpo-
t ': ,. ---

rate rehabilitation which is being accompllsh~ regularlT in the publl~ ,

ut~:ities field. These companies will definitely be able to ride out any

economic storm'which follows this world conflict. There seems to me no

~ed3~n why, for the duration of this period of national e~cr8ency, these

efforts should be restricted to a siniile field. The repercussions upon our

c~o~omy of a flood of bankruptcies after the war would, as I have Indica~ed,

do much to rob us of the objectives for which we ~re so earnestly seeking

victory. It will be a time when we shall not want to be faced with the

heavy rolls of unemployment that ineVitably accompany industrial collapse,

if for no other reason than because of the possible political conseq~ences

of such a condition. We must therefore begin now to do everything we can,

however small it may seem, to guard against that eventuality. I recognize

that the sound financing of a single unit may seem to be but a drop in the

bucket, but in the aggregate it is very important indeed. Industry must

be so financed that it will be able to s~d on its own feet throughout the

period of the emergency, however long it may last. It must recognize -that

it may well be able to rely less and less on government to make its financial

arransements for it, for government must spend it, funds in the purchase of

the raw materials and finished products of war. Government has the machin-

ery an~ the responsrbillty to see that the financial self-reliance of

industry during this period is increased, Just as it-was increased in the

case of the two public utility operating companies whicb I have Just men-
I

tioned. As I have indicated, this machinery should not, in my opinion,

consist of any single Federal a,~ncy. On the contrary, the various agenciee

of government whose actiVities relate to this important field of corporate

finance should be drawn together, as an inter-depart~ental committee to

" 
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administer such emergency powers as may be necessary to this program. In

this way, we could be sure of proper coordination as to objective and

action during the emergency. In short, therefore, I am not suggesting

that this emergency function be assigned to the Securities and Exchange

Commis~ion or to any other_agency alone. Nor am I suggesting permanent

additions to our existing mechanisms for the regUlation of finance. This

is solely an emergency program. The financing plans of industry must be

scrutinized by ~uch a commit~ee to make sure that they will result in

stron~er and not weaker industrial units. The building of substantial cor-

porate reserves must be temporarily encoura~ed so that industry will have suf-

ficient fat on its bones to carry it throuijh lean periods of the future and

we should not delude ourselves such periods will occur at some time in

the fUture: The importance of building corporate reserves now out of defense

profits has long been reco~nized in England. As long ago as April 27, 1940,

the London Economist, in discussing reasons for bUilding up such reserves,

stated, tfThepost-war period may well bring demands for replacement of capital

which can only be met with the help of accumulated wartime profits. In such
\

,circumstances, reserves built up from wartime profits would protect the

ordinary shareholder against capital losses, but they would not necessarily be

available to augment his post-war income." If such reserves built up in this

country fr~m defense profits prove u~ssary in the post-defense period, they
I

can be distributed as dividends to stockholders, thus furnishing a welcome

source of income and purchasing power when most needed.

There are many ways in which this process of strengthening the individual

units of American industry can be accomplished -- almost as many as there are

financia~ practices in industry. I have mentioned already the possibility that
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many corpo~ation8 might pay otf part or ~ll of their c~rporate debt through

the issuance of other types of ~~curities. Other plans 'for the gradual"re-

ducti~n of debt might also be encouraged, such as requir~ments'for sinking

fuuds for periodic redemption of debt securities, and the issuance of serial
, ,

t:'p.hentureswhich would be'paid off accordinQ to a fixed schedule. The im-..

~ortance of reducing debt and f,ixed annual interest charQes cannot be over-

estimated at this time. We are all well aware of the temptation for co:~o-'

rations, in periods of decl~ning purchasing power, to l~sue debt as a ~o-

called hedge against inflation and to increase the leverage on the common

stock. I believe this has been one of the most dangerous practices of our

economy, for we must always tace "the tl.e when creditor and debtor must

meet, and that is too frequentlY the time when the debtor can least afford

to pay up. Far Wiser, it seems to me, for the debtor (wherever he can)

to pick his own time,' and there is no time bet~er than .a period when corporate

activity is stabilized at a high level as it is today. I know, of course,

the inducements to bUilding a business with-other people's money. But

these are short-sighted considerations much of the value of which disappears

when we look back over our shoulders to the period of the early~hirties.

Liquidation of corporate debt may indeed well be an important factor from
. -

the standpoint of the government's fiscal problems as the defense program

progresses. It will certainly be an importsnt factor in aeterminin~ the

degree of industrial stability which we are to have after the war.

In this task of streamlining corporate structures and financial con-

dittoDs for defense as well as post-war needs, we cannot 'overlook the 'pos-

sibility that it may prove wise to require that corporations retaln-a sub-

stantial portion of their eariinQs as a fUrther means of building up their

reserves. True, the fiscal needs of the government will tend to keep

" " 
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, ,cprofits down and therefore to limit the amounts of earnings which are avail-

able for dividend disbursements. But heavy taxes have by no means wholly

eliminated dividend increases and extra dividenos, the funds for which might

in some cases be much mere wisely accumulated for corporate reserves. Further-

more it seems clear that we have the problem of div~rting a larger portion

of ~he national income from normal civilian requirements of consumer and semi-

durable goods into investment in defense goods. That portion of dividends

received by individual investors which is not in turn taken as taxes by the

government will, however, continue to be largely spent on non-defense goods,

since the individual investor cannot participate in defense purchases except

indirectly throuBh voluntary and, unfortunately, sporadic investment in

Defense Savings Bonds. Therefore, it may be more practicable as a matter

of national policy to seek investment in the defense effort directly from

the corporations themselves rather than from the individual security holder

in the corporation. EnBland has apparently found it adVisable to bring about

effective limitations on dividend payments. Corporate reserves created out

of undistributed profits could be invested either in the senior securities of

the corporation for current or subsequent retirement, or in government bonds
Ias a direct investment in the defense effort, except of course where it is

necessary to plow back such reserve~ into defense production. Thus corpo-

rations would have a very important cushion of protection in the ineVitable

period of trial when they will have to redirect their activities to peace-

time production. By the same token, it may well prove to be wise to insist

that corporate salaries be reasonably restricted. This would be a not

insisnificant conservation measure, and it might also overcome the tempta-

tion of manaeement to compensate itself for the higher schedules of personal
taxes. _

t
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At first blush these may sound like drastic suggestions. On ~loser ex-

amination, however, I doubt tha~ to the open-minded person\they will be found- ,to represent any more than the exercise of sound business judgment in ma\ters

relating to corporate financial practices during such a period as this.
I \

Their objective is nothing else but the creation of really sea-worth¥ corporate

craft, and it is certainly difficUlt to conceive of a corporate executive who"

does not want to have his company's affairs in such shape that it can weather

whatever the future may bring. Our principaJ hazard in this field is very

much the same as that which we are now trying to overcome in the nation as

a whole -- the "that can't happen to me" attitude. That is a dangerous as-

~umption 'in which to indulge in times like these, particularly for those who

are the stewards either of the public welfare or of public investment. But

we must recognize that this attitude does exist, and for that reason we must

also realize that on this score alone the effectuation of a national program

for the preservation of our corporate economy cannot be wholly voluntary. It

will require the closest kind of cooperation between government and co~P\rate

mana~ement, but it is clear that its general direction must be charted by

government to assure that it is in accord with the whole pr~gram of national

de(ense and post~war plans.

The task which this nation will face after this war may be more gigantic

than the task which it now faces, externally as well as internally. The
)

~reat productive machinery of Detroit and the rest of the nation, now being

rapidly converted to the production of the materials of war. 'will Just as

rapidly have to be"reconverted to supply 'the sta~gerlngiaccumulations of

peacetime needs not only the needs we are right now bUilding up in this

country. but the absolute necessities which the rest of the world W~l~ be at
-"-
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firs~ unable to produce for itself. A£ter the victorYt we shall not be able
I- T'

to ,dust o£f our handst put on our.coats and hats and go home as we did the

last time. "Back to normalcy~ cannot be achieved merely by invokin-Q a ,cam-

paign slogan. It was, as we have learned bitterly, folly tnen and it will
I

be greater folly now. Upon the welfare of the worl~ we depend to a large

extent \for our standard of living. We would be worse than foolish we would

be utterly cruel to leave this market in a sha&blea. No -- we ahall have the

moral obligation to do our very large part in the Job of human reconstruction

which will face us at that time, and we shall~ I am sure, recognize the

economic compulsion of doing it as well as we know how. We shall recognize,

I am sure, that hundreds of millions of dispirited, poverty-stricken people

throughout the world will make ver¥ poor buyers of our automobiles, or of

our wheat and cotton and other raw materials and manufactured products. We

shall also ~ecognize that our capital -- wisely and humanely invested in

those nations will not only serve to create a world less tempted to fight

a bloody war every twenty years but will yield a healthy return to our

American- investors over a long period of years. In approaching the future,

therefore, we must bear all these things in mind. We must be much better
I

prepared for peace than we have been for war, and we must not forget the

lesson of the past twenty years that the pursuit of peace is a full-time

Job.
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